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ABSTRACT 
In recognition of the significance of effective managerial selection in 
maintaining the competitiveness of an organization in the ever-changing business 
environment, the writers have focused this study of managerial selection process in 
the banking industry of Hong Kong which is the pillar industry for Hong Kong as 
being an international financial center in the world. In this study，a systematic 
framework of managerial selection process is developed for successfully selecting 
competent and suitable managers for banks. The banks' current practices in this 
human resources area have been explored through interviews with banks' human 
resources managers. The practices of banks have exhibited much room for further 
improvement in their selection process so as to be able to select the "cream" of 
managerial staff to steer the organization into success. Recommendations are 
suggested for banks to seriously consider the applicability. 
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• R O D U C T I O N 
Significance ofManagerial Selection 
The ever-changing business environment always poses both threats and 
opportunities to organizations. It is particularly true as the time for returning Hong 
Kong to China is approaching. During the transitional period leading to the historic 
moment and thereafter, the business environment of Hong Kong and the region 
nearby may experience more changes. The threats and opportunities emerging from 
the spectacular changes have called for the need to seek managers of high calibre to 
tackle the tough business challenges ahead as well as to take advantage of the fast 
growing China and Asian markets. 
Managerial selection is the first and crucial task for a company to obtain 
competent managers. An effective selection process is important in identifying 
outstanding people who can become valuable “life blood" contributing to the success 
of a company in the competitive environment. A systematic managerial selection 
process will result in the selection of a manager who will have the best fit for a 
particular managerial position. It is such a “job fit" which is of importance to inspire 
high performance and to induce long-run organizational competitiveness in coping 
with business challenges. Therefore, the significance of an effective managerial 
selection process attaches not only on its traditional role of staff recruitment, but also 
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on its strategic human resources implication for the survival of an organization in the 
marketplace. In this regard, it is worthwhile to conduct a study like ours in the 
managerial selection process so that we can contribute in enhancing the 
competitiveness ofbusiness organizations in Hong Kong. 
Environmental Context 
Banking Industry 
Hong Kong is one of the most important international financial centers in the 
world. The success of Hong Kong being the international financial center cannot do 
without the well established and efficient banking industry. 
According to government statistics, there are 366 authorized institutions in 
Hong Kong in February 1997. The figures include 182 licensed banks, 61 restricted-
licensed banks and 123 deposit-taking companies. Out of the 182 licensed banks, 
there are 151 foreign incorporated banks, which are mainly the world's top banks, 
having operations in Hong Kong. By the end of January 1997, these authorized 
institutions had an aggregate assets of HK$8,035 billion. The large number of banks 
with presence in Hong Kong and their active involvement in the local and regional 
banking business have made the competition very fierce. 
Banking industry is an important service industry and employers in Hong 
Kong employing 82,156 staff by end of December l994 according to the Vocational 
Training Council's latest report. The figures include 10,759 managerial staff which 
accounts for 13 percent of total staff employed. The significance of the industry as 
the employers can be reflected by the fact that the total number of staff engaged in the 
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banking industry has accounted for about 3.5 percent of the total labour force in Hong 
Kong. 
Staff turnover in the banking industry has been quite serious with turnover rate 
at about 20 percent for all categories of position in 1994. If we look at the 
breakdown, staff turnover rates for managerial, supervisory and clerical staff are 14.1 
percent, 12.9 percent and 26.4 percent respectively. The turnover rate of 14.1 percent 
for managerial staff is not too encouraging as far as organizational effectiveness is 
concerned. 
Recruitment Environment 
Owing to the open-up of the huge China market and Hong Kong's location 
advantage for its proximity to China, Hong Kong has been benefited much from the 
China boom and enjoyed rapid economic growth in the past two decades. The 
demand for experienced managers to cope with business expansion in China and the 
region has been increasing. In addition, the brain drain problem in Hong Kong while 
approaching 1997 has made the already strong demand for qualified managers 
virtually an insatiable demand. 
In the study of Wong and Tam (1990), the banking industry has recognized 
labour shortage and brain drain as two major human resources problems. It explains 
why the human resources practitioners in the banking industry have ranked highly the 
importance of the function of recruitment and selection. Nevertheless, competing for 
managers has still been so overwhelming that the question of whether the newly 
recruits are really the best choice and suitable for an organization has sometimes been 
downplayed during the managerial selection process. 
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Problem Identification: Imperfect Selection Process 
Despite the enviable economic achievement of Hong Kong, effective 
managerial selection has been generally neglected. The difficulty in sourcing 
managers to cope with growing business needs has caused human resources managers 
to make compromise by loosening the selection process. As cited by Francesco 
(1981), the major factor which discouraged the use of more sophisticated recruitment 
methods was the tight labour market. Kirkbride and Tang (1989) found in their study 
that majority of the respondents regarded labour shortage as the hindering factor in 
their recruitment efforts. Farh, Leung and Tse (1995) maintained that most firms in 
Hong Kong rely primarily on interviews to screen applicants instead of systematic 
testing. In contrast to other countries, selection process using methods of higher 
validity are being adopted with the aim of selecting suitable managers for the jobs. 
The issue of "mis-selection" can best be delineated by the case quoted by 
Schaffer (1978): 
"The president and his "cabinet" had set aside half a day to review 
marketing plans for the coming year. The meeting was important not only 
for that reason but because it was the first time the president would see his 
newly hired operations vice-president in action as colleague. The man was a 
brilliant, personable fellow with an outstanding reputation (several other 
companies had vied to get him). So you can imagine the president's dismay 
when the first few comments by his new associate ranged off-target and 
sounded a bit presumptuous for a new member of the group. Surprised at 
the performance, the president winced internally. 
Then he recalled a few moments in his initial interviews with his 
colleague-to-be when a certain uneasiness had been aroused, uneasiness that 
quickly dissolved in the pleasant atmosphere of the fine French restaurant 
where the interviews were conducted. But the uneasiness didn't dissolve at 
this meeting. Nor did it in the months following as it became increasingly 
clear that a painful and costly mistake had been made." 
Schaffer (1978) stated that at the senior levels where usual screening 
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procedures are bypassed, circumstances often conspire to weaken the process and 
heighten the risks. The observations had led to conclude that the higher the stakes (in 
terms of thejob level and responsibility), the riskier the methods typically used. 
The consequence for using "riskier" selection methods or imperfect selection 
process is that the managers so selected might not be the best people for the jobs. The 
problem will not necessarily appear immediately but will gradually emerge in form of 
high staff turnover, low morale, high opportunity cost for maintaining unsuitable 
managers, poor management succession, etc. These problems will dearly affect 
organizational performance and long-term competitiveness in the market. Because of 
the serious consequences, the issue should be properly addressed. 
Given a competitive business environment for banking industry and great 
demand for competence managers, effective managerial selection should be adopted 
in order to maintain a fleet of good managers who are fit for the organizations. 
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CHAPTERII 
SCOPE OF STUDY 
Objectives ofThis Study 
Banking is an important industry for Hong Kong as the international financial 
center. The industry is employing significant portion of manpower in Hong Kong, 
including the managerial grade of staff. Therefore effective managerial selection 
seems critical for the banking industry to maintain high standard of competitiveness 
and to preserve its important role in supporting the international financial center. 
In recognition of the significance of managerial selection and the problems 
associated with the imperfect selection process, we have the motivation to explore 
what is an effective managerial selection process which can serve to improve 
managerial selection in the banking industry. It is hoped that our initiative can bring 
some benefit to the business world. 
The objectives of this study are as follows: 
1. To explore a managerial selection process in a systematic approach which can 
achievejob fit and good validity. 
2. To understand the current practices of managerial selection process in the banking 
industry so as to identify weak areas for improvement. 
3. To recommend a managerial selection process for further research and study on 
the effectiveness in the real life banking environment. 
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Methodology 
In this study, we will make a review on the existing literature in relation to 
selection process, selection methods, competency, etc. We will integrate the existing 
knowledge in these areas to develop a systematic framework on managerial selection 
process which can be effective in selecting the right candidate for the right job. The 
managerial selection process so developed serves as the first step of our efforts in 
exploring how we can select qualified managers for the banking industry. 
With this managerial selection process in mind, we will then make interviews 
with banks in Hong Kong to understand the current practice in selecting managers. 
We will have interviews with human resources managers of banks so as to grasp their 
real life activities of managerial selection. The interviews will provide us 
opportunities to spot areas of weakness in their selection process with reference to our 
designed managerial selection process. In addition, the interviews will also provide us 
chances to share the valuable experiences and comments from bank human resources 
professionals on various issues of managerial selection. 
The information obtained from the interviews will enrich our idea about the 
actual practice of managerial selection in the banking context. We will then make 
analysis on the findings and recommend modifications, if any, on our framework of 
managerial selection process. 
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CHAPTERIII 
OVERVIEW ON THE MANAGERIAL 
SELECTION PROCESS 
Before we start to develop our framework of managerial selection process 
which can result in high performance and job fit, we have reviewed various human 
resources management literature in the areas of recruitment, selection process, 
selection methods, competency approach, etc. We recognize that there can be a wide 
gap in human resources management between academic theories and real practices in 
the business world. We endeavour to integrate the academic knowledge in these areas 
together with our own intuitive and practical thinking about the subject matter so as to 
construct a systematic framework which can be effective in both of managerial 
selection and costs in the real life practice. 
Functions and Success Factors of Selection 
Selection procedures may have many different functions to fulfill. Roe (1989) 
has cited that the following four functions are most commonly found: 
1. Information gathering: obtaining information about job openings, job content, job 
requirements, etc., and on physical, behavioural and biographical characteristics of 
applicants. 
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2. Prediction: transforming information on (past or present) applicant characteristics 
into predictions about their future behaviour, and the resulting contributions to 
organizational goals. 
3. Decision making: transforming predictive information on applicants into a 
preferred actions. 
4. Information supply: producing information on applicant characteristics, predicted 
behaviours, plans for action (decisions), etc. 
It is therefore the focus of this study on how to arrange a well-flmctioned 
selection process for managerial positions so that human resources managers can rely 
on such systematic process to recmit managers who are really fit for the job and the 
organization. 
Apart from the above-mentioned functions of selection procedures which we 
have to take into consideration in formulating a systematic selection process, the 
success factors should help guiding us to the right direction. Plumbley and Williams 
(1981) advocated that the success of selection process depends on the development of: 
1. A thorough understanding of the job to be filled: its purpose, what it involves and 
the knowledge and skills needed to perform it adequately. 
2. A clear picture of the kinds of people who can and will be attracted to this job and 
those who will fill it successfully. 
3. An awareness of the strengths and limitations of the selection methods available 
and of our ability to assess and select people accurately. 
4. An awareness of the importance of carefully settling the new person into the job 
and following up the end result. 
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In addition, we also consider other success factors which are importance in 
delivering an effective managerial selection process. They are: 
1 • Close and two-way communication between human resources managers and line 
managers has to be developed so that the requirements of the jobs and the 
candidates can be comprehended by those involved in the selection process. 
2. Formalization of the selection process and proper documentation for various 
findings during the process should form a foundation for communication and 
decision making. 
3. Feedback from the outcome of managerial selection should be emphasized so that 
the selection process can be evaluated on its effectiveness and necessary 
modification to improve the process can be made in a timely manner. 
Stages of Selection Process 
From the above discussions on the functions and success factors of selection 
process, we suggest that the managerial selection process can be divided into three 
stages as follows: 
1. Pre-selection 
Through close communication between human resources managers and 
line managers，information on manpower needs, job content, job requirements 
have to be developed. During this stage, a clear profile on the technical and 
managerial competencies should also be developed and communicated to the 
managers involved in the selection process. 
2. Selection 
During the Selection stage of selection process, the relevant information on 
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the candidates should be collected and analyzed to predict the job performance. 
This would rely on the choice of valid selection methods to assess the candidates' 
abilities against the attributes (or competencies) developed in the earlier stage. 
Decision on selection is also made in this stage based on the results found from 
the chosen selection methods, instead of subjective factors. 
3. Post-selection 
The selection process should not stop after making the appointment 
decision. To let the new managers perform to their highest potential, the post-
selection stage should be emphasized to socialize them as soon as possible into the 
organization. This can be done through structured orientation program to help 
new recruits "settling" down in the organization faster. This stage also 
constitutes a feedback to the selection process because performance evaluation 
should be done on the new managers against the predictive performance during 
the Selection stage. Improvement will be called for if there is significant variance. 
In the next chapter, we will discuss these three stages of managerial selection 




STAGES OF MANAGERIAL SELECTION PROCESS 
Stage One: Pre-Selection 
The managerial selection process starts with the pre-selection stage in which 
the following tasks have to be done before proceeding to next stage: 
1. To develop a clear understanding about the internal manpower needs of relevant 
departments. 
2. To conductjob analysis to identify the qualities and technical competencies which 
should be possessed by the candidates for performing the particularjob well. 
3. To identify the managerial competencies which are relevant to the organizational 
performance. 
While the first two tasks are to ascertain the qualities which are needed for 
performance in the job level, the third task is to ensure the candidates have the 
managerial qualities for high performance in the organizational level. The third task 
is particularly relevant to the managerial selection process because we are to select 
competent managers who are supposed to bear prime responsibilities in steering the 
company to win the competition and to sustain the success. 
During this Pre-selection stage of managerial selection, we emphasize that 
constant communication between human resources managers and line managers is 
crucial in undertaking the above tasks. Close communication can make sure that the 
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job requirements as well as the jobholders' attributes necessary for job performance 
will be mutually agreed by the line managers and human resources managers and 
other persons who might involve in the selection process. Moreover, such 
communication should result in proper documentation about the results of discussions 
or meetings. This kind of documentation will facilitate future communication during 
selection process. 
Internal Manpower Needs 
The role ofhuman resources management function can simply be worded as to 
satisfy the internal manpower needs of various departments in the organization. 
Under this concept, various departments in an organization are the internal customers 
of human resources department which is to help satisfy their needs. The concept has 
its strategic implication for human resources fimctions which are to mobilize human 
resources to satisfy internal manpower needs and consequently, to achieve high 
organizational performance. Instead of taking a passive role, human resources 
managers should act proactively to comprehend what are these internal needs and how 
can they be translated into high performance. 
Human resources managers should therefore discuss thoroughly with the heads 
of relevant departments who are actually the end-users of the to-be-recruited 
managers. What are the role and responsibilities to be performed by the new recruit? 
What is the performance level expected from the new recruit? What are the 
behavioural and personal qualities required for achieving the expected performance 
level? How can ajob fit be achieved? These are the typical questions which have to 
be resolved during the discussion with the relevant departments. After having an 
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understanding about the needs and expectations of these end-users, human resources 
managers are then able to form the bases about the particular characteristics of the 
candidates being looked for. 
The involvement of line managers in understanding the job requirements and 
required quality of candidates should not stop here. These line managers can have 
more contributions in the coming job analysis which is to identify the competencies 
(behaviour and technical) required for thejob. 
Job Analysis 
Managers are recruited to perform certain jobs which require certain skills 
(either technical or social) in order to give positive results. Therefore, a detailed job 
analysis has to be conducted and this should lead to the identification of relevant traits 
that are necessary for successful job performance (Greuter and Algera, 1989). In 
conducting a job analysis, thejob content must not be analyzed in a superficial, global 
way but 'a more or less protracted, objective and systematic study of the behaviour of 
individuals actually engaged in the particular activity' is called for (Guion, 1976). 
To achieve the above requirements of a job analysis, it was reported that 
Chemical Bank's dealing room in London have used a competency approach in 
identifying the attributes needed for the job. With the assistance of external 
consultants, Chemical Banks used interviews, focus-group discussions and 
observation of the dealers at work to help isolating the set of competencies applicable 
for different positions of foreign exchange (spot) dealer, other dealer and salespeople 
before screening graduates for these positions. 
Similarly, Schofield (1993) also reported that BBC Engineering Recruitment 
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had used structured interviews in the job analysis to identify the tasks undertaken and 
the skills required. This provides reliable information from those actually doing the 
job on which tasks are most critical and of which specific abilities are required to 
complete the task successfully. 
From the above experiences of other organizations, we would suggest that 
human resources managers should collaborate with line managers in the job analysis 
task to sort out the competencies required for the job success. A job analysis 
specialist may be employed to do this as human resources managers and line 
managers may not have a proper training in this aspect of job analysis. Structured 
interviews with successful managers in such positions, and observation of these 
managers at work should give important information on the critical success 
competencies for the job. Line managers can contribute much in the job analysis task 
because they should have more knowledge about job-specific or technical skills as 
well as behavioural qualities required for thejob. 
As commented by Greuter and Algera (1989), job analysis procedures are 
especially helpful during the information gathering phase, as far as the description of 
the job content and the derivation of required attributes is concerned. Besides, job 
analysis techniques particularly serve the prediction function by identifying critical 
elements in the prediction model: criterion and predictor variables. The identification 
of attributes or competencies and their predictors will facilitate the finding of 
instruments to test the competencies in the later selection stage of managerial 
selection process. 
In our above discussion, we have adopted a form of competency based 
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selection approach in our framework of managerial selection. When we reviewed the 
selection literature, we found that apart from the traditional selection process, there is 
a new practice of selection which is based on the competency approach. While we 
think that the idea of competency based selection is good, the manpower and costs 
associated with the development of competency models for each job position would 
be very great. It might not be cost effective for small banks to adopt a full 
competency approach in their selection process. Taking a pragmatic view in this 
issue, we therefore adopt only certain features of the original competency approach 
into our framework so that we can at least extract some benefits out of the approach 
but without engaging too much cost. The managerial competencies described in next 
section is another cost effective choice in making use of competency approach in 
managerial selection. 
Managerial Competencies 
In recruiting a manager for an organization, the most important and relevant 
point to make is to select a manager who can help the organization achieve its goals. 
In our above discussion, the main focus is to identify the job-specific qualities or 
competencies which a manager has to possess. Apart from this，we should also 
consider some general managerial qualities that are required for a manager to produce 
outstanding performance in the nowadays' highly competitive environment of 
banking industry. 
In a nine-year programme of research conducted by Cockerill, Hunt and 
Schroder (1995) to validate managerial competencies in organizational performance, 
eleven high performance managerial competencies (HPMCs) were identified to 
consistently predict superior organizational performance. These competencies are 
listed as follows: 
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HPMC Behavioural Definition 
Information Gathers many different kinds of information and uses a wide 
Search variety of sources to build a rich informational environment in 
preparation for decision-making in the organization. 
Concept Builds frameworks or models or forms concepts, hypotheses 
Formation or ideas on the basis of information; becomes aware of 
patterns, trends and cause/effect relations by linking disparate 
information. 
Conceptual Identifies feasible alternatives or multiple options in planning 
Flexibility and decision-making; holds different options in focus 
simultaneously and evaluates their pros and cons. 
Interpersonal Uses open and probing questions, summaries, paraphrasing 
Search etc. to understand the ideas, concepts and feelings of another; 
can comprehend events, issues, problems, opportunities from 
the viewpoint of others. 
Managing Involves others and is able to build co-operative teams in 
Interaction which group members feel valued and empowered and have 
shared goals. 
Developmental Creates a positive climate in which staff increase the accuracy 
Orientation of their awareness of their own strengths and limitations; 
provides coaching, training and developmental resources to 
improve performance. 
Impact Uses a variety of methods (e.g. persuasive arguments, 
modeling behaviour, inventing symbols, forming alliances 
and appealing to the interest of others) to gain support for 
ideas and strategies and values. 
Self-Confidence States own "stand" or position on issues; unhesitatingly takes 
decisions when required and commits self and others 
accordingly; expresses confidence in the future success of the 
actions to be taken. 
Presentation Presents ideas clearly, with ease and interest so that the other 
person (or audience) understands what is being 
communicated; uses technical, symbolic, non-verbal and 
visual aids effectively. 
Proactive Structures the task for the team; implements plans and ideas; 
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Orientation takes responsibility for all aspects of the situation even 
beyond ordinary boundaries - and for the success and failure 
of the group. 
Achievement Possesses high internal work standards and sets ambitious. 
Orientation risky and yet attainable goals; wants to do things better, to 
improve, to be more effective and efficient; measures progress 
against targets. 
Cockerill, Hunt and Schroder (1995) found in their research that the eleven 
HPMCs constitute a generalisable set of competencies which appear to distinguish 
high-performing from average-performing managers regardless of their organization, 
industry or country. However, the predictive value of the HPMCs depends on the 
extent to which the organizational environment is relatively dynamic. In stable 
environments the HPMCs are of no predictive value. In dynamic environments they 
constitute managerial behaviours which seem to be critical to the performance of the 
firm. 
The eleven HPMCs are found to be discrete, stable and "valid" dimensions of 
managerial behaviour. Supported by studies of nine years' period, the HPMCs 
represent observable dimensions of managerial behaviour which can be measured 
reliably and which correlate positively and significantly with organizational 
performance. 
Since the banking industry is now being operated in a very competitive and 
ever-changing environment which requires competent managers to cope with the 
changes, the adoption of these eleven HPMCs in evaluating candidates for banking 
positions should be helpful. In contrast to the typical competency approach in 
selection which requires the development of competency model for eachjob position, 
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the adoption of the generic HPMCs represents a cost effective approach to identify 
competent managers. As remarked by Cockerill, Hunt and Schroder (1995), while its 
has taken considerable resources to identify and validate the HPMCs, the advantage 
for an organization is that the scientific foundations on which they are based will 
allow human resources practitioners to use this model in a very cost-effective manner. 
After the major tasks of understanding internal manpower needs, and 
identifying the job-specific qualities as well as the managerial competencies are 
completed, we will proceed to the Selection stage of the process to assess the 
candidates' competencies. 
Stage Two: Selection 
This is the stage in which there is a thorough understanding about the internal 
manpower needs through the discussion with the end-users, i.e. the departments 
having the vacancies for filling in. And through job analysis, we have developed the 
quality criteria which are necessary for the new recruit to perform the job well. 
Moreover, we also identified certain managerial competencies which would also be 
required to cope with the competitive business environment. We should now tum to 
the selection stage of the managerial selection process and to identify which selection 
methods may be used to test (with good validity) the qualities being sought. 
Organizations can choose among a number of options in developing selection 
methods forjobs. These include application forms and letters of application, selection 
interviews, tests, references and group selection methods. Assessment centers, which 
incorporate some of these methods, are used increasingly for selection, as well as for 
other purposes, such as identifying training and development needs, and future 
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potential. Other selection methods include cognitive ability test, honesty test, 
personality test, polygraph, graphology and astrology. 
For over a decade there has been increasing concem regarding the gap between 
those selection methods with the level of validity, and those actually used in the 
management selection process. Validity, in relation to selection, generally means how 
well a selection method actually measures the applicant's ability to perform the tasks 
of the vacant position. Using a selection method that is not valid means that 
something other than the applicant's ability to do the job is being used as criteria for 
selection. 
Asher and Sciarrino (1974) in a landmark study of work samples concluded 
' . . . . information with the highest validity seems to have a point-to-point 
correspondence with the criteria'. This point-to-point correspondence refers to the 
correlationship/relationship between the content of the selection method and the 
criterion, i.e. the content of the job. If the point-to-point relationship between the job 
and selection method is high, then the validity of the selection method will also be 
high provided the applicants' responses are evaluated fairly and consistently. 
The research of Kravitz, Stinson and Chavez (1996) revealed that because 
applicant reactions to selection tests will probably affect additional reactions to the 
organization, the differences in evaluations have considerable practical importance. 
The most positive evaluations to different selection methods by job applicants were 
given to interviews, work samples, accomplishment records, job skills tests, drug tests 
and references. With the exception of drug tests, these tests also received lowest 
invasiveness ratings. It is noted in the study that careful development and use of 
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interview can be quite valid, especially if they are structured andA)r situational, work 
samples, job skills tests and accomplishment record^iodata tests can result in 
selection tests that predict performance and are positively evaluated by applicants. 
Graves and Karren (1996) concluded that interviewers' decision processes are 
idiosyncratic and interviewers' decision criteria and hiring standards differ 
dramatically. There are several causes of idiosyncratic interview decisions which 
included the follow: 
- Interviewers' views of the ideal applicant 
- Interviewers' information processing skills 
- Similarity bias 
- Interviewers' behaviours 
The idiosyncratic nature of interviewers' judgments has serious implications 
for organizational effectiveness. Haphazard judgments may lower employee 
performance, increase the likelihood of expensive legal judgments as it may be very 
costly in some instances, especially in other country like the United States, to dismiss 
a staff as compared to recruit a staff and ultimately, when the candidate joins the 
company reduce organizational performance. 
The study also offered a number of steps that organizations can easily 
implement to reduce individual differences in interviewers' decisions. These included 
developing selection criteria; determining how criteria will be assessed; developing 
interview guide; training interviewers and monitoring the effectiveness of interviews. 
From our review on the literature as detailed above, it can be concluded that, 
because of the higher validity in predicting job performance, structured interviews. 
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work samples, job skills tests and accomplishment record^iodata tests can be adopted 
in our managerial selection process to assess the qualities and competencies required. 
Although there are a number of selection methods that can be used for 
managerial selection for banks in Hong Kong, we consider that structured interview is 
the most appropriate one given the fact that interview is the most common selection 
method adopted by human resources managers in banks. Interviews, if structured 
properly, could achieve a high validity in predicting the performance of the employee. 
In addition, using questions that are based onjob analysis, training raters/interviewers, 
taking notes during the interview, using a panel of interviewers, and using 
behaviorally anchored rating scales to evaluate the interviewees' answers are also 
important in the improvement of interview reliability and validity 
Attempts to structured interview and to ask job relevant questions can be 
focused on the use of two different types of interview questions: experienced-based 
and situational. 
Questions in an experienced-based interview are past-oriented in that they ask 
the respondents to relate what they did in the pastjobs or life situations that is relevant 
to particular relevant knowledge, skills, and abilities required of successful 
employees. The underlying notion is that the best predictor of future performance is 
past performance in similar situation. 
By contrast, situational questions ask job applicants to imagine a set of 
circumstances and then indicate how they would respond in that situation; hence，the 
questions are future oriented. One potential advantage of situational questions is that 
all interviewees respond to the same hypothetical situation rather than describe 
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whatever experiences they may wish to relay from their past. Thus, responses to 
situational questions tend to be more directly comparable and thus potentially easier 
to score reliably by multiple interviewers. Another potential advantage of situational 
questions is that they allow respondents who have had no direct experience relevant to 
a particular dimension to provide a hypothetical response. 
Hence, it is important to have a thorough job analysis and a detailed 
procedures to identify the competencies within each managerial position of a bank to 
ensure interview questions can be structured to find out whether the applicant 
possesses the required skills and experience to fill the position. In view of the high 
specialisation of each function within a bank, it is recommended that the human 
resources managers and the line managers meet, discuss and identify the expected 
level of skills, knowledge and competencies required for a particular managerial 
position within a bank . These findings would then form a basis that appropriate 
questions are structured and asked during the interviews. These structured questions 
should be well documented and become part of the recruitment manual. The 
questions are reviewed at regular intervals to cope with the dynamic banking 
environment in Hong Kong. 
Questions that are asked during a structured interview with an applicant for the 
position of a forex dealer and a branch manager are different because of the 
differences in job nature and attributes expected for each post. And yet, answers 
should be evaluated on the same basis using behavioral anchored rating scales for 
both positions in order to produce high level of validity. 
Structured interviews cannot be successful with the use of appropriate 
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questions during the interviews without careful training of interviewers to conduct the 
interview and evaluate the interviewee responses. The interviews should be 
conducted by multiple interviewers to remove interviewers' bias. 
While structured interviews can achieve a high validity without incurring 
much cost (as compared with assessment centers which require more resources), we 
also consider that other selection methods can be used in conjunction with structured 
interview as some skills, knowledge or competencies cannot be readily identified 
through structured interviews. 
To illustrate this point, Chemical Bank in London has been using a selection 
process whereby candidates have to take two 45-minute competency-based 
interviews, a trading simulation exercise and a telephone sales simulation. The 
interviews are highly structured and the questions are designed to provide evidence on 
each of the competencies being assessed. The trading simulation and telephone sales 
simulation are the testjob skills. 
Future research may be done to gain a better understanding of the constructs 
measured by structured interviews and different types of interview questions for each 
managerial position in a bank as well as an analysis of other selection methods that 
can be used in conjunction with structured interviews to produce the best result in 
selection. 
At this point of time, it seems that the job fit has already been achieved: 
qualities and competencies required for the job and organization have been identified 
and tests with good validity have also been adopted to pick out those who can match 
the requirements. However, the notion is that the managerial selection process should 
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not stop here; we have to step forward to the next stage of post-selection. 
Stage Three: Post-Selection 
Even though we have reached the appointment decision for the managers after 
going through the above stages of selection process, that is the Pre-selection and 
Selection stages, the managerial selection should continue. A successful recruitment 
effort should include the Post-selection stage in which the new managers will be 
appropriately inducted into the organization and begin to perform readily in the 
shortest period of time. 
Elliott and Peaton (1994) maintained that the probationary period — a 
working period of varying lengths used by management to observe employee 
performance before making a final selection decision — is the last step before an 
employee attains a recognised career status within the organization and entitles the 
benefits associated with the job. It is generally regarded as working test period and is 
thus a very important part of the selection process to the organization as firing a staff 
during the probationary period is usually less costly than firing a staff that has been 
with the organization for a long time. 
Elliott and Peaton (1994) further established that the probationary period is 
also important from an employee socialization standpoint. It is during the 
probationary period that a new employee gets that first picture of the organization, its 
leadership, and its norm of expected behaviour. If the probationary period is to be 
used as a true working test period, then efforts must be made to properly socialize the 
employee to the organization and to the specific job. Socialization then, involves the 
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employee becoming familiar with the job, resolving conflicts between his initial 
expectations about the job and the nature of the real job itself, and adapting to the real 
work setting. The socialization process is very important to the selection process in 
the sense that a job fit will not likely be achieved if the socialization has been 
neglected, and all of the good efforts spent in the prior stages will be spoiled. 
We can adopt a probationary period of 6 months as a test period for the new 
managers to be socialized to the new working environment and to demonstrate their 
productivity and managerial ability. With necessary efforts in socializing the new 
managers into the organization through probationary period or induction programme 
or training courses, feedback from the relevant departments on the job performance 
should be obtained from time to time and made known to the new managers. Human 
resources managers and line managers should continue to maintain close 
communication during the Post-selection stage because the actual performance of the 
new managers can provide important insight into the effectiveness of the whole 
selection process. The feedback will then form the useful input for considering any 
actions to be done to improve the process. 
At this stage of job fit evaluation, any deviation from required competencies 
should be corrected as early as possible by discussing with the concerned new recruits 
as well as with the members of the concerned departments in order to call for early 
remedy. The performance evaluation should also be made against the test results of 
the new managers obtained in the Selection stage. The results can be used for 
assessing the validity of the tests adopted to predict performance. Such information is 
useful for identifying which part of the selection process in need of adjustment. 
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As the human resources managers want to satisfy the manpower needs of 
various departments, they should seek comments from the line managers regarding the 
managerial selection process and the quality of new recruits. All of the feedback 
information obtained from the Post-selection stage forms a good ground for amending 
any prior selection efforts so as to produce a managerial selection process which can 
really help the department end-users recruit the right people to the rightjobs. 
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CHAPTERV 
CURRENT PRACTICES OF MANAGERIAL 
SELECTION m BANKS 
The Interviews with Banks 
In order to obtain more understanding about the current practice of banks in 
the managerial selection, we have tried to invite 15 banks in Hong Kong either by 
letter or by telephone for arranging interviews with us in March 1997. Owing to the 
heavy workload for annual salary review and performance appraisal, many human 
resources managers of banks could not give their time to have an interview with us. 
In addition, some banks have rejected our request for interview because of the 
sensitivity of the topic and confidentiality of the information. Finally, we can arrange 
personal interviews with five banks: two European banks, one American bank, one 
Japanese bank and one local Chinese bank. Although the managerial selection 
practices of these five banks cannot represent the whole banking industry in Hong 
Kong, in our opinion, the information can reflect the actual practices of majority of 
the banks. 
Since the human resources managers of the banks we interviewed have 
requested for anonymity, we cannot disclose the names of these three banks. These 
five banks have total staff ranging from 230 to 3,000. According to their own 
definitions, the numbers of managerial staff account for about one-fourth to one-third 
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of total employees. Two banks were willing to disclose to us their overall staff 
turnover rates which are 10% and 18% respectively. Both banks maintained that 
turnover rates for managerial staff have been lower than these figures. The findings 
from the interviews regarding these five banks' managerial selection process are 
presented in the following sections. We are not going to describe the selection 
process for each bank, but we will pinpoint the characteristics of their practices in 
each stage of the selection process. 
Pre-Selection Stage 
All five banks advocated that the major function of the managerial selection 
process is to get the right people in the right job. A bank further added that through 
an effective selective process, they aim at minimizing the staff acquisition cost and 
make sure that the candidates also really think they are fit for the jobs. Although they 
have the basically same concept of staff selection, there are some variations in their 
recruitment practices. 
Communication of Job Opening 
Whenever there is a job opening, either new position or replacement, human 
resources departments of these five banks require the formality of filling in the staff 
requisition form (please see Appendix 1). It appears that the human resources 
departments in four of the banks are taking a reactive role in the job opening because 
they do not take the chance to discuss with the concerned department regarding the 
internal manpower needs. They would simply receive the order and start the 
recruitment programme. However, another bank's human resources department 
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would take a more proactive role in advising the line managers on the manpower 
issues through direct discussions. 
Job Analysis 
Four banks have already had the job description or job specification in place 
for all of their junior and senior positions. One of these four banks has lately 
reviewed and updated theirjob descriptions in 1996, but the job descriptions are only 
prepared by the line managers without the participation of the human resources 
department Qob description form as in Appendix 2). Therefore, there has not been 
input from the human resources managers for any emerging new requirements for a 
particular position. Another bank has only job description for the junior position. 
They think that the job nature of senior managers are not static and will change from 
time to time; therefore, job description is not applicable for senior positions. 
When there is a job opening, the human resources managers of three banks 
will discuss with line manager to draw up the updatedjob nature and requirements for 
the position. In developing such job specification, the human resources managers of 
these three banks will also give opinion on the job-specific competencies which might 
require for success in the job. This kind of input is usually originated from feedback 
of leaving staff during exit interviews. The involvement of human resources 
managers and line managers in this task would facilitate the generation of a more 
realistic job specification. However, the problem we noted is that there has not been 
formal documentation about the agreed job requirements after such discussion and 
exchange of opinion. Therefore, it might be difficult for deciding the appropriate test 
for testing whether the candidates possess such the qualities required by thejob. 
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On the other hand, the human resources managers of the other two banks 
would base on the existing job description and the job requisition form submitted by 
line managers to obtain the idea about the job requirements for the candidates. The 
documented job description and job requisition would help to communicate the job 
requirement, but the lack of communication between human resources manager and 
line manager reduces the interflow of feedback or valuable insight into the selection 
process. 
Managerial Competencies 
Although three of the banks have some sort of discussions between human 
resources managers and line managers during the Pre-selection stage about the job-
specific competencies which are required for the job, they are not really using the 
competency-based selection process which would engage external consultants to help 
identifying the competency model for each job. It is therefore not unusual that when 
we mentioned about the High Performance Managerial Competencies (HPMCs) as 
discussed in Chapter IV，all the five banks do not use the HPMCs or any other 
managerial competency model for selecting their managers. In fact, they have some 
intuitive idea about the managerial attributes required for the positions. However, 
whether or not these managerial attributes can produce high performance in the 
competitive banking industry is uncertain. 
Sourcing ofPotential Candidates 
From the interviews, we found that the proportion of managerial position 
sourced through executive search agency varies greatly. One bank would use external 
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agency for 50-100% of the managerial position, the other three would use for about 
40%, and the remaining one would not use "headhunters" because of the prohibitive 
costs. The latter bank would prefer to use newspaper advertising and referrals as its 
major sources of potential candidates. It is interesting to know that referral can be an 
important source of candidates and its effectiveness is considered good. 
Selection Stage 
Application Letter / Resume and Written Test 
In the Selection stage of the managerial selection process, all five banks will 
firstly screen the candidates by reviewing the application letters and resumes. A 
shortlist of candidates will then be produced to invite for interview. For all five 
banks, they do not require any written test, aptitude test, or personality test to be done 
by candidates for managerial positions. As disclosed by one of the banks, their 
regional office has recently started to use ability test and personality assessment for 
recruiting managers (Appendix 3). In spite of this new development, they are still 
skeptical about the value-added of such tests and their adoption is not frequent. Other 
banks also maintained that for a manager having more than 10 years experience in the 
industry, the ability and personality tests do not add much value in the prediction of 
performance. It sounds that the industry has already self-selected the managers, failed 
managers have already left the industry in their early years of career. These banks 
therefore primarily rely on interviews to select their managers. 
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Job Interview 
The types of interview used by these five banks are basically unstructured 
interview. There are no specific guidelines on which attributes or competencies to be 
tested during the interview, except two banks which require the interviewer to 
evaluate the candidate during the interview according to certain aspects of qualities 
(please see Appendix 4). However, these aspects of qualities are so generalized that 
they might not be useful for evaluating all kinds of managerial position. Generally, 
the banks will require three interviews for screening the right candidates. Four of the 
banks will have the first interview taken up by the human resources managers, while 
another bank will have the first interview done by line managers for managerial 
position. For the second interview, line managers and sometimes peer managers will 
take charge of it. The final interview will usually be undertaken by the senior 
management of the banks, such as the group head or general manager. And yet, the 
human resources managers perceived such selection practices to be an effective one as 
the managers, both the line managers and the senior management, that involve in the 
interviews, usually have experience in conducting interviews and the knowledge of 
the position to be filled in. These line managers and the senior management consider 
those guideline as references and they prefer to rely on their judgement instead of 
some "hard and fast" rules. 
Validity of Selection Methods 
According to the human resources managers of these five banks interviewed 
by us, they regarded the validity of job interview as acceptable. Although the 
interview is unstructured and there has not been point-to-point testing of attributes 
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during the interview process, the interviewers, who have strong experience in the 
banking industry, are regarded to have those attributes in mind and be able to identify 
the suitable candidates against such attributes during the course of the interview 
session. It was also cited by the human resources manager of one of the banks that the 
interviewers sometimes would ask the candidates to quote cases for how they handle 
certain situation in work settings so as to ascertain the technical or job-specific 
competencies. Moreover, she also maintained that it is her bank's culture that line 
managers should take the responsibility for selecting the competent people to 
discharge their duties in the departments, and therefore these line managers will try 
their ways to ensure the right people are selected. As competent people can enhance 
the performance of the department, the line managers are always receptive to this 
approach and are willing to take such responsibility 
Other selection tests are not used partly because of the perceived validity of 
tests is not as high as job interview. In addition, the costs of using personality, and 
psychometric tests are rather high. It is not cost-effective, particularly when the 
perceived validity is not that high. 
Other than an interview to select managerial staff, all five human resources 
managers mentioned that they would check references from other banks for additional 
information for making selection decision. Apart from formal checking, they will also 
use informal market checking to seek out market reputation of the potential managers, 
in particular for senior managerial staff who should have built up their own reputation 
in the banking industry. All five human resources managers commented that such 
formal and informal checkings of the candidate work quite well as most of them have 
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maintained a close relationship with one and other within the banking industry. 
Selection Decision 
After the job interview and after the necessary reference and market checking, 
the selection decision will then be made usually by the line managers (despite there 
are some influences from the human resources side) for two of the banks. The other 
three banks cited that the selection decision will be jointly made by line managers and 




Only two banks mentioned that they have induction programme tailored made 
for the managerial staff. One of the induction programmes will last for 3-5 days so as 
to allow the new manager to meet with other colleagues who would have much 
interaction in discharging his newjob. The programme will also provide a chance for 
the new manager to know more about the bank. Another bank disclosed that they 
have just recruited a new assistant vice president in training who will be responsible 
for design of orientation programmes for the staff so as to improve employee relation. 
The induction or orientation programmes should be able to socialize the new manager 
in the early stage so as to inducejob performance as early as possible. 
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Probationary Period 
Two banks mentioned that they have six months' probationary period, while 
four others have 3 months' probationary period. During the probationary period, the 
line managers will be responsible for assigning job for the new managers. Line 
managers will also evaluate the performance of the new managers at the end of the 
probationary period. Human resources department will only co-ordinate the 
performance appraisal and will involve only when there are problems for the new 
managers during the probationary period. It was mentioned by one human resources 
manager that the passing rate of probationary period has been high which indicated 
the success of the selection process. However, we understand that there are no formal 
procedures for human resources managers to follow up with the line managers about 
the performance of the staff during the probationary period. Usually, a "Yes" or "No" 
answer is sought from the line managers at the end of the probationary period. 
Besides, line managers seldom take an initiative to discuss with human resources 
managers of the performance of the staff during the probationary period as well. 
These explain why the passing rate of probationary period has been so high for all the 
banks that we interviewed. 
However, we noted that the evaluation of the performance of the new manager 
is not made with reference to the manager's qualities identified during the Selection 
stage. Therefore, there is no means to evaluate more accurately whether the selection 
process has been able to identify correctly the characteristics of the new manager. 
Feedback on how to improve the selection process would be difficult to achieve. In 
addition, since the selection decisions are mainly made by the line managers who will 
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also be responsible for evaluating the performance of the new managers, line 
managers will tend to give favourable evaluation unless the performance has been 
really poor. It is because they are the people who select the new managers, poor 
evaluation would mean that they have made mistakes in the selection process. Such 
frank recognition of mistakes would be rather rare. In this sense, the effectiveness of 
the managerial selection process is quite difficult to assess. 
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CHAPTERVI 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
After we have looked into the current practices of managerial selection in 
certain banks, we can take note of the differences between the banks' existing 
practices and our designed framework of managerial selection process. Since we are 
interested in choosing people who can produce superior performance and fit the job 
very well, we think that there can be a lot of room for improvement in the current 
practices of managerial selection. 
Recommendations on Banks, Managerial 
Selection Process 
Proactive Role ofHuman Resources Managers 
For one of the banks we have interviewed, its human resources managers have 
been more proactive in advising line managers on certain selection and manpower 
issues. But for other banks, human resources managers have been more reactive in 
this aspect. In our opinion, human resources managers should have an increasingly 
important role in key human resources management functions such as managerial 
selection because the success of such function can greatly enhance the organizational 
performance. Human resources managers should therefore devote more of their time 
to personally discuss with line managers, to communicate with them, and to 
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understand their needs. During this process, human resources managers can assist the 
line managers by making professional advice on how they can improve their 
performance by critically rethinking their selection process and enhancing their 
process from time to time by adopting more systematic approach. 
The proactive role of human resources managers can also have a favourable 
effect on managerial selection. Managerial selection is an ongoing organizational 
activities which can be improved by seriously making use of any feedback 
information generated during the process. Human resources managers can act as the 
facilitators in enhancing the managerial selection process. Since they would 
participate in every part of the process, they should be in a better position to co-
ordinate the collection of feedback information and direct such feedback to the 
appropriate managers. It is our idea that with the proactive role of human resources 
managers, the effectiveness of the managerial selection process can be evaluated by 
making suitable use of the feedback information voluntarily. 
In-depth Job Analysis to Identify 
Job-Specific Competencies 
What we noted from the current practices of banks that the job analysis to 
identify job-specific competencies has been rather brief. More efforts can be spent in 
this area. By a more thorough job analysis, job-specific competencies relevant to the 
job success can be developed by integrating the technical experience of line managers 
and analytical expertise of human resources managers. Since this step will have 
substantial influence on what kind of qualities or competencies banks are going to 
look for from the candidates during the later stage of selection process, a more 
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accurate comprehension on what criteria governing the success in a particular position 
can help much in enhancing the effectiveness of the managerial selection process. 
Well-Documented Records in Each 
Stage of Selection Process 
From our interviews, while there have discussions between line managers and 
human resources managers when deciding thejob specification for a job opening, and 
there would be severaljob interviews for the candidates, it appears that there have not 
been formal records for taking note of the outcome of such discussions and 
interviews. Therefore, the selection process itself will lack sufficient records for other 
managers to follow-up in the later stage of the selection process. 
During the managerial selection process, there is a communication process 
taking place amongst the line managers, human resources managers, and as well the 
senior management. To make full use of the managers' efforts spent in the selection 
process, well-documented records on qualities to be tested as well as the observations 
or comments on competencies can facilitate such internal communication process. 
The well-documented records can also facilitate close co-ordination of each stage of 
selection process. For instance, the findings from job analysis on important 
competencies for a particularjob during Pre-selection stage should be documented for 
making sure that testing of these competencies or using the competencies will be 
done during the Selection stage of selection process. Otherwise, the efforts made in 
the prior stage in identifying relevantjob competencies will be a waste of time. 
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Cost Effective Use ofManagerial 
Competencies Model 
Other than the job-specific requirements or competencies, no bank which we 
interviewed is using the High Performance Managerial Competencies (HPMCs) or 
similar managerial competency model in assessing the candidates' management 
qualities. We recommend that the HPMCs are validated competency model which 
can be adopted for all managerial positions owing to its generic nature. The HPMCs 
should be incorporated into the structured interview for testing these aspects. Since 
we are talking about recruitment for managers who have to face the challenges of the 
competitive and ever-changing business environment of banking industry, the 
effectiveness of the model can help identifying managers with better managerial skills 
for the banks. However, future studies can be done to test the applicability ofHPMCs 
in the banks in Hong Kong before using this competency model in the selection 
process. 
Use of Structured Interview for Testing 
While the banks are usually using unstructured interview for screening 
candidates, it should be emphasized that the reported validity of such interview is not 
high enough (although unstructured interview is perceived valid for the banks). It is 
recommended that banks should use more of structured interview to test the job-
specific and managerial competencies. From other source, we obtain a copy of 
guidelines of conducting competency based interview for recruiting branch manager 
of a British bank in Hong Kong ^)lease refer to Appendix 5). Structured interview 
has higher reported validity for staff selection and can achieve point-to-point testing 
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ofthe competencies that identified relevant to thejob. 
Selection Decision Made According to 
Pre-Determined Criteria 
As the banks would be inclined to leave the selection decision to be made by 
line managers, the selection decision would be more consistent across managers if 
they use the same criteria. Therefore, there should be pre-determined criteria for 
selection which might have been developed during the job analysis. Well-
documented records can then help much in making available such criteria. Human 
resources managers should be involved in ensuring the objective assessment of 
candidates in accordance with these pre-determined criteria and selection decision 
should base primarily on this set of standard. 
Induction Programme to Socialize New Manager 
While some banks have or plan to have induction programme to socialize the 
newly joined managers, it should be emphasized that staff induction is very important 
to encourage new managers to quickly socialize themselves into the new work 
environment and to start performing. The induction programme should make sure 
that the new managers get to know what kinds of resources available to them for 
disposition during the discharge of their duties. 
Evaluation after Probationary Period as Feedback 
For all the five banks being interviewed by us, they do not have a systematic 
approach for the evaluation of performance after the probationary period. The 
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evaluation is not made against the qualities of the new managers already observed 
during the selection process. Therefore, the evaluation is not aligned to see whether 
the managers have performed satisfactorily as predicted during the Selection stage of 
the process. In this regard, the evaluation results cannot be utilized as important 
feedback information for improving the selection process. If the banks have a better 
evaluation system, the performance during probationary period can be compared with 
the predicted performance during the selection process, we can have some idea on 
whether the competencies identified are relevant to the job performance, as well as 
whether the managers' competencies have been adequately and validly tested to 
predictjob performance. These information can be very helpful in evaluating whether 
the managerial selection process is effective and necessary ratification can be made to 
enhance the process. 
Implications on the Designed Framework of 
Managerial Selection Process 
From the interviews with the banks, we have some additional findings which 
might be added into our designed framework of managerial selection process. It has 
been emphasized by the human resources managers that the referral of candidates 
forms an important and reliable sources of potential candidates for the managerial 
positions. Since such referral will contain some important signal in respect of the 
approval of the referees on the performance and track records of the candidates. 
Otherwise, the referees would suffer loss of credibility by referring incompetent 
managers. In addition, banks would usually cross check the reference informally 
through the connection of the line managers or the human resources managers in order 
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to obtain the market reputation of the candidates. In view of the Hong Kong's high 
density of banks and its physically small area, informal checking of reference and 
market reputation is easier when compared with other places such as in New York or 
London. Therefore, the referral of candidates by other colleagues or other friendly 
fellow bankers can be a good source of quality candidates. And before we make our 
selection decision, other than the pre-determined criteria to be relied on, we can 
consider also the reference information from market checking. Although they cannot 
pass the validity test of selection methods, the referral and market checking can serve 
as supplemental means or information for us to consider in making selection decision. 
The benefits associated with our recommended managerial selection process 
framework which comprised of pre-selection, selection and post-selection can be 
summarised in the table below: 
ACTION BENEFIT 
PRE-SELECTION 
• Proactive role of human resources • More effective selection through 
managers active participation to identify 
internal manpower needs 
• In-depth job analysis to identify job • Increased relevance tojob success 
specific competencies 
• Cost-effective use of managerial • Improve organization performance 
competencies models through selecting candidates with 
high managerial competencies 
SELECTION 
• Use of structured interviews • High validity in predicting the 
performance of a candidate with low 
cost 
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• Selection decision based on pre- • Reduce interviewers' bias and result 
determined criteria in a fairer selection 
POST-SELECTION 
• Structured induction or orientation • Help the candidate to become familiar 
program to help the candidate to with the organization and with the 
socialise to the organization and to specific job and resolve conflicts 
thejob between his initial expectations about 
jobs and adapt to real work setting 
• Proper evaluation of the performance • Provide feedback to the effectiveness 
of the candidate during the of the selection process, including 
probationary period both the pre-selection and the 
selection process 
OTHERS 
• Proper documentation of the • People involved in the selection 
procedures of each process during the process knows exactly the procedures 
selection which forms an integral part to follow and subjectivity can be 
of the organization's recruitment minimized to a large extent 
manual. 
Conclusion 
In this study, we have designed systematic framework of managerial selection 
process by integrating the existing literature on managerial selection as well as our 
business knowledge. We have also held discussions through personal interviews with 
human resources managers of banks in Hong Kong to acquire understanding about 
their current practices of managerial selection. Our recommendations are to target the 
weaknesses of the current practices of banks in selecting their managerial staff. 
Through using the systematic framework of managerial selection process, we believe 
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that it is a right direction for a start. What follows would be to make improvement on 
the selection process is through an active acquisition of feedback on the effectiveness 
of the selection process from line managers (through regular communication) or from 
leaving managers (through exit interviews). Therefore, our framework should be 
subject to test and adjustment before its effectiveness can be ascertained. 
APPENDIX 1 
STAFF REQUISITION FORM 




Reason for Hiring 
-Replacement : Yes>^o (Due to - Resignation/Transfer/Promotion) 
-Additional Headcount : Yes/No ， 
Budget Status : Yes/^o 
Employment Status : Permanent/Temporary 
Specifications (* to be completed if different from the Job Description Form) 
-Qualifications* ： 
-Experience* ： 
-Special Skills/ ： 
Technical Knowledge* 
-Job Description* : 
Grp/Div/Dept Head Personnel Head General Manager 
TO BE COMPLETED BY PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT 
This position is filled by 
Name : 
Date Employed : 
APPENDIX 2 
JOB DESCRIPTION FORM 





Reporting To : 
(Job Titles) (bnmedlate Superior) (Second Level Superior) 
• 
Subordinates : ‘ 
(Job Titles) “ 
2. OrenU Job Pui puwe 




4. nf_ii_ r"__M_ 
biternalt 
External: 
5. Job Dimensions (Delete whichever inappropriate) 
Decision Making : Often / Occasional / Seldom 
Problem Solving ： Often / Occasional / Seldom 
bdtiative : Strong / Moderate / Little 
Supervisory/ : Strong / Moderate / Little 
Leadership SkiU 
biterpersonal : Strong / Moderate / Little 
SkiU 
6. Sigwiiifr Aiithuittj!^  
Yes/No 
7. QoaUfications, KnowMge, Skflb and Ezpcrknce Reqnind 
^ 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^™^^^^^^^^^^^=^^^g^=^g=sa^ sa!^ aaa i^^sss^ss^s^sss^^si^ 
Prepared by (Grp/Div/Dept Head) Approved by (Management/Group Head) Date 
APPENDIX 3 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ES[TERVIEW RECORD FORM 
O F F I C m . U S E O N E Y 
INTERVIEW RECORD FORM (completed by interviewers) Applicant: 
" " ~ FmST ~SECOND“ TfflRD 
QUALITD5S 丄 DESCRIPTIONS mTERVreW INTERVIEW DfTERVIEW 
:Very rude, pays no respect to others | 口 : 口 口 
..-.,i:v:." Arrogant, though tries to be poUte i • i 口 口 
MANNER Polite and Easy-going | 口 j • 口 
. : : : : , .Good manners and gives pleasant feeling ‘ • | 口 口 
:. '•'--•- . Very gentle, impress others in manners i Q |_ • 口 
:―二尋’；!^  Untidy and diny , • | • Q — 
•-v；^  JJ^ :^ ; Careless about clothes and appearance i • j 口 Q 
APPEARANCE： - ^ Neither shabbv nor exceptional I • 1 口 n ‘ 
-•..、、；-、:.'〜……— ‘ ^ : . ^ ^ 
.r .; -;v>-^ i-'"- Creates better than average outlook ‘ 口 i 口 Q 
- - • :..:.�v '：»'� Well-groomed and impressive i ^_ j 口 Q 
.:工::.工::就'工 Very poor expression , . 口… j • Q_ 
• .7^ ' -.¾^-'- Poor expression i , 口 1 口 •— 
ABILITY TO E^OP^SS. Average expression | Q | 口 • : 
.、‘》、，Talks fairly fluently ‘ •:.,:. ：^ 口 Q； • 
•:.、.‘,：、 Forceful and effective i Q, ' ； 口 • … 
？ ‘ Extremely jumpy and juvenile , Q_ j 口 口… 
MATURim; ” ' s A bit childish, appears unstable i d： j 口 cE：'" 
STABnJTY^f::;:, Quite mature, enough co handle the job | - • • _. j 口 .CXi_T:: 
- • " H � ’ � • ^ � “ ^ Mature and sensitive ‘ ,”. '• 'O： •+ \ 口 j ...,.• ..'^^^#.: 
”=r^i，Very sophisticated | • ' .j • ； Clk:: 
X � \ t ' � 4 Below job requirement j “ • 1 • : •； 
ACADEMIC—i；^ Margmal . :::.:::•:. ::. | • I . . C : f e , 
QUALffICATIONS ？' Right to the target | , . : � i i .� 口 , . .^p^-; 
‘…二 ^ ^ Above job requirement | ：" ::EX:: :. . ：！ • I :"=".E3^ip 
� . � ‘ - r . : ^ ^ W Over-qualified 、..，:％::_: -;i • 丨 . : ¾ . . ; ^ ! ^ 
� � ~ '^^5¾^^¾ Clearly inadequate | ‘： . • ‘ i • ； -',.".EI^fS^ 
KNOWLEDGET^M Marginal i . IX "1 • 1 、:：二“^®): 
D4JOBSKn4^^^^ Aboutright | ; • � • � • : .! • 丨-一,--醉::、‘;.. 
？ . i i M ^ M Knowledgeable in a wide range | : ; • -" :/..| • : ':^fm^S^,. 
-(^¾^-?¾^¾¾^ ¾^> Comprehensive and in-depth 丨•； • •.. ,ri • j ..�‘. [jj^ ;^.:’"::-: 
“ ; f 气> Not related to the job""^ [ ~ ~ U ^ i • 1 U T ^ 
.'^ 5X^ 5^ ^^  Limited relevant experience ' -•  •“, .i 口 'CTF;l,:.:. 
PAST EXPERffiNCE-^ ^ Relevant and adequate 丨 Q | 口 - nT-'- -" 
" � ^ ^ Wellexperienced | "- 口 j 口 Cj^- : 
‘ ‘， * ^ ^ ^ ^ Comprehensive and well suited 1 -:,e'. Q ‘ i 口 .::—[二：、、-
< ^ ^ # ^ Inadequate, unable to handle general Q&A , _.� •：. ,.,j • CL 
LANGUAGE ^ ^?^¾ Answered with difficulties 1。::::: •:—. ‘ .-4 • . fK 
(ENGLISHMANDAJOM Acceptable, though lacks fluency � ~ f � : : Q= :,:':| • 1 '： -• 0 ± ^ ‘ 
’ " ： ' ^ ^ ¾ Very satisfactory for this level of job ‘ ^^ -'^ '^ EL,：-' -"1 • ^ - -uf： 
'-- ( ' ' " ^ ^ ^ Excellent linguistic ability ！ , � • [ — , • i . xC'^ 
� .,/，^¾^¾ Lacks skills in motivation and supervision ] . CT, ：,.1-,^  • ： � ; : , � [ 3 ^ , 
LEADERSHIP；： ^ ¾ Limited leadership abUity 1 : :::CT : :1 • ! ' . ^Of^：^ 
(FORMANAGER , l ' ' | Demonstrates leadership characteristics | :，: Q ' 1 • '' "-CT:;:r ‘ 
GRADE OR ABOVi>-^ A competent leader | :。口； 二麵 口 | , : CE^-� 
- -• tW: ：二^' Charismatic, a clear leader-type person ! ' •； Q；； ?'i • : .� . . ••：-, 
一 … . 气 ： 於 考 kidifferent [ .... •„, 1 • f Z ~ Qy 
ATTTTUDE ‘ ” Shows hesitation 1 : EX | • 口二 
(TOWARDS THE, ^ Literested but has certam reservation | ；： '^^ ^：" •‘ J • CL , ^  
NEW JOB) \ 憑 Positive, with no reservation 1 ^ - •： /'1 • Q^" 
.广 ‘ -——一 ^Zp f^^  Extremely enthusiastic 丨,-.' • � • 1 . r\ . 
‘ ：’~A Not suitable at all |~~’ 5" 1 • ! nX". 
.SUrrABn_Xnr^ _<^^ Marginal, will require time and effort 丨 . . . . . • . ‘ 4 • CX�•• 
FORTHE:NEW JOB ->^ Adequate, chough not exceptional | 二 •； :i • ； Q^ 
. . : 〒 丄 : 幾 糧 Agoodchoice I .;,‘, lX: . . ) i • i : : o r . 
‘ ‘ ' - “ 斤 繁 bnpeccable ； Q 1 • 丨 『 
Test Performed: 
1. Typing : (a) spe^d : w.p.m. 
(b) accuracy : • high • medium • low 
2. Shorthand : speed : w.p.m. 
3. Others (please specify) : result : 
result ； 
result : 
NAME OF THE ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " " ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ " " " " ^ " " ^ " " " 
INTERVIEWER INITIAL DATE OTHER COMMENTS 
FIRST mTERVIEW 
• R e c o m m e n d e d For 2 n d in terv iew 
SECOND INTERVIEW 
• R e c o m m e n d e d For 3rd interv iew 
THIRD INTERVIEW 
• Recommended For Employment 
EMPLOYMENT： (To be completed by the Personnel Departments 
Position : 
Monthly Salary : 
Commencement Date : 
Signature: Date: 
Head of Personnel “ “ 
APPENDIX 5 
USJNG THE COMPETENCY BASED E^TERVIEW 
Using The Competency Based Interview 
^ ™ ^ — — m ^ ^ m m m m a m t m i m __• _ • • 
The fbIlowlng fbur sections guide you amd indicate 'bwt practice' for using The Competency Based 
Interview: 
1. Preparation 
B#fors you embark on an interview, be sura you hav# the f6lk>wing information: 
• job proflte containing information on job purpose and main accountabllftfes. 
• 如 agreemaot on your role In the lntorvl«w. particularly if other interviewers are invdved IharB is 
also a need to agree which of the prs-listsd competsndes you wiil focus on. 
• a clear understanding of the competencies and behavioural indioators you wlli roous on and the 
questions you will U3a‘ 
• candidate information e.g. CV. 
2. Th« lntoffviaw 
lntrochMtkNi 
It l8 Important to start by putting a candWats at easa betew moving onto the competency based 
quaation9 - put th« candidate ®t 9a0o by talWng about neutral topics and building rapport 
ExpWn w tm the Interview ffts Into the selection process, your rola withln , length of the 
lntervl0w and ntxt stepa In the procasa. 
^ 
Prepare your candidate for Tht Competency Basad Intarvtew which may be different from those they 
have pwvk)U8^ f experienced. Explain that they wiil be doing the talking^  that the questiona are very 
tbcu86d and specfflc and that lots of examplds wlli bm requested. 
» 
MabibodyofthaM8ffvtov^ 
Begin to ask the oompetenojf questions. B« sura that you aak questions ralatfng to a particular 
competency, stayfoeused and do not mbc th« comp«tencl8e. Not ail quaatfons have to be askecT -
^ ^ e ^ ! l ^ ^ raQuJre<t to obtain suffiderrt flvIdenco to rate tho candidate against a particular 
• Use the questions to gather evkience of what the candktette has done In the past • the best 




‘•.'••• •••:...,. ......,.?, ；• ,.••••• v:;-"K. -:^ -l"l.' .•• <-^ V-> .••••-；.：：<'•,：.：. ..vv>.^ :^..-- ；•••••••；,%；.： •.、..•... ...、•::....•,:,:•. 
•‘ . . . .' .，；..：''、. .. ... •..:.."〜;.:“:••.、>:。:..、.、.',”'，、、..：...：:/.‘“:、:.,...;:.:.->;:^^^  ;''vVi>/ . . • •:• • .., •• .... • ...-•."..:.-.-�... 
• . . • • • • ‘ •• • . . . 
• ‘ • . . . . ‘ 
. . . • .... ... ,.....:)"::(. - -^ .^  -¾¾^ feV.yv^:-v^/:: -¾:---'-^ :^ -^¾ '^:^ ¾^^ ^^ ^ ..；；^：.；.-.>-.-；/- . ...• .. ...•々 〜:.，:• 
• . • . . : , . . . . • . . •:• . . . . . . . : . . . .. : . . . • . . •• , . • . ...._ , • : . . .. • ' . . . . . . . . • . . . ” . . . : . . . . . . - • , ' 
‘ • • •» • ‘ • •. . . • '. • . . ‘ • • •• • ,. . ...: • •. . . • • . • • • •• .•.- ••• -. .. _ . .• • : . . , . . ... .. •'. ... ‘ • 
• ‘ • , . . » . ‘ • • .. . • • . • • . 
. . : . . . ' . : : . . . . . . : . . . . . . : • . . . . . . . : ; . • : . , . • . . . . : . . , . , . . . • . . . . . . ' . . . : . 
. . : . . • . . . . • . . : . : . . . 、 . . : . : . : , . . . . . . ••• . ••• ..:. . . ••••.: . : ' . . :.,. • • ‘ 
• • • . • ； * . • . • 
• • • . . . • .. ‘ • . • • .. . • , ^ • . ,. . • , • . . .. • • 
一 
• £^>co^^^thecandJdatetotan(thrDU9h8p«cffioiMar7^ptenttotingtoth«quMtions4ndtotfvedMU-do 
not tknp^ albw candtelatet to provki® • textbook tnswtr. Vbuwfllnotto*manyafthequestfon8 8skfbr 
ttxamptesandprompt 
-what was the 8ttuatk>n/oontttct? 
• what dM you say/do? 
-wh8twastheoutcom*7 
Tbislttoavoldttxtbooktypeaniwen. 
• Encourmge th« candidatt to dMorib* whit they dW pmonaHy • th«y $hould kM using T not W in their 
dMcriptions. 
Rem.mbar’ you tm probing for mrtdenoB of • s p M ^ compMency wfthln • tight tlmtfranw. you tharafbre have 
to gufddthMoandktoteto murtfoousie midrtaln#d. Unfocused quettk3ns resuXt h th« oandldMds giving 




^ 斯 Open-^fKhd qu&$thn to b«gh) to flnd out mor® of thtt candidcte> cxpertonot/behtviour. lie. 'giv9 me 
an exnmpla of..,..' 
P^tob#OU^todartfywhatth#oandidatohasreaUydon#il,.,*whttwasyouHnvohwntntwhatdJdyouMy/ 
do"r Whenthenitetheopportunftya8kth#mtorBftocton1^lno8indthoughtsinthetituatk>a 
Namw your quMtkxw to wisura that you are dMr u to txactt/What r»ppen6d cnd any knook on en%ot9, i.e. 
'what happ«ned next, whit wat the outcome?' 
• 4 
Summaris6 to erwure you have understood what th© candidate has Mid, i.e. 'i wouW just iik« to summarise..?' 
Ctoslng the interview 
• Thank tht oandictate for their msponsM to the qu t^kans* 
• AUow th« candkiatt to ask any quMtions th«y have about: 
-the note. 
-the Mlectk>n pr0cM9. 
• R*confirm rmxt steps. 
• Do not make your dedftion yet 
2 Branch Managtr 
.. , , .： • ••；. ..:,. 、：、： ."...、.. . .."： •:.」‘',.：、.-，-..,、....-、”.........， 
• • 1 • 
t .• 
• . ;. ‘ ‘ . . .. . . .•• .. . , .. . . 、‘ : . ^ ,.‘•.，. . • .. •• . • .• • • . 、 .， . • . 
‘ . . . . . , . : . . . . , -： - . : ,： . : -•. •：- /.-'-.-..…:.::,、,.•:.: ...::..:、..:..... .. ：..:::'.： . ..::.., ''••••.... 
• . «, . 
• . - • ‘ . ••. . . . 
. . : . • . . . . . . . • • • 
. • . . : . / ,, .. • . , ‘ . .. ‘ . _ 、 . . . 
• _ • • . 
Notes \ 
s s s ^ = : = = = = = 
3. Th® AMMtRient 
S H S S H S ^ 3 = ^ = = 
A the candidate has o o n t i t t « i t l y � _ many examplM of the tfftctivt behavioural indioatore 
B the oandldatt h n glvmi «xampiM of some of th« #ffM^t b6havkwl Mtoatore 
C the oarrdidate hM Qlvwi ltttle or no examples of th« tffictfvtt bdhavkHiral lndicidoni 
N/E no^dencecollect8d 
Onct th6 individual oomp#ttndM am rated, make reoommmMon to: 
Offmr 
s r s x - s r 5 S s r : s : : ; s r « r r " - — ^ “ — 
R«J«ct -
i S c 2 r = = = r ^ ^ _ _ _ d ^ t x > n ^ _ a c t l v ^ ^ , t h e - t e _ ^ d 
Conftlder 
s a s s s s s = = 
4. Th« Poltow-up 
: r = t : r r < ; s ^ : r 5 > t > ^ = t ^ r * " ^ t _ - ^ _ _ 
* 
‘ Bmnch Managw 
. : : . . . ' :.".,•:..[,.::、• •>.: .、.,.,...:,::•. ：•:.、-..、,:,.:.•、:、,.:.•、.“..，:、:,,..•:、〉......... 
. '. 、 、. . . ‘ . • • • • . • , •、»-
. . • • • • • ‘• _ • . . .• .» . . • •• : . •. ••. , . . ^ •. .. 、‘ . .» .. .、. • . ,. • • . .-., ., •.‘ ,., • . • .' 、 ,，..• . .-.. . ‘ • . . • .. . 
* • • ‘ • • •. ". . , . • • ,>. I . • • • , . • • • , • • • • « • _ j> . f .••• ., ：• ••.、/•". . •  、. ‘••：•‘/•:..、• . ',- .• •.  . .. • • »• 
..:• . ,:..... - •；• ：••'••-• ••： •• '^;=:>-''-"'-^ •'-••• ••• -•••• ... ". :-�:.�...vf^ ^^ ^^  
• • ••••'；• ‘ . .. •  •. .. • . •.. •.•： .' .. •‘ .' . •‘ .‘-..... . .... • • • ••:.-• .. 
. • . . . . . . , . - . . . . • •• . • • . , . . • . . . , . 
• . . . . • ‘ ‘ ‘ . . • 
• • • . •. • . . - •• ’ . . • 
.. . • . ,.. . • • • » • .' • • • . , . • - • , . . . . , . • 
• . •. • . , • . . , . • . . - , . , . s . . 
. .,•• V 、 ".,:.. : . .. ... , . '• .. ...: ；： ..: .‘ . . ,. •： ？ . 
、、 ^ 
: • - • 
T3 Banking Practic66 and R#guMion8 - tovtl 1 
». 
• , 
1. How do you stay up-tOKtet« wfth n0w Banking laws and nftgutitions? 
• 
2. What aro some of tha mowt rBQUtertiona/guidelines that you have put into practice? 
3. What havB been the dWicuWw you encountered In Implementing ttwn? Qh/e me an exampte. 
-what was the sl^tlon/context? 
-what did you say/do? 
-what was th« outcome? 
4. Qh/0 an «xample of where you guided staff In BanWng tew to ensure a 8ltuatkxi wa8 handM eftecth/ely. 
-what was the eftuation/oontext? 
-what did you say/do? 
-what was the outcome? 
5. Qh/e an exampto of where you ww» tenlent with regulations and practloes In order to maxlmise a 
bu8indS8 opportunity. 
-whatwasthe8ituation/context7 
-what did you say/do? 
-what was the outeome? 
w» 
% 
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. .. , . : .•‘ , . . . ,. •、. . . . •. . .、, • ;. . . • . • .、 . .. ‘ • » , 
,:.,“•. -•••••• ‘ -^ ••••••'：.•-•：.• -• . .••..•...'., •-.•:.v^\'：.：'；：'^  .•••\：.,- ： ;v,: ••• ,. .;. . • . . . . . : . 
• • •— . • ， 
T3 Bmking PrecttoM and Rtgulatlona - _ 1 
Eff6otivw 
• demonstrates knowlsdge of Banking practK s^s and regulations 
： 2 ^ r r ^ s : s ^ s ^ " ^ ^ ^ ™ " ^ ^ ‘ ^ ^ ^ “^ ^ " ^ ™ ' 
• stays up-tOKtete wfth bank raguIatk>ns, knows recent ones 
Les8Effectlv9 
• iack8 rolevant formal busines8 related qualMcatlon 
• ctomonstrates practical experience of Banking practtees and rBguMons 
• 8how8 wi(Hngnes8 to be tenient wrth guictolines 
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. -• . • . . . . . • •: • . : . ‘ . ， 
. . . ' . . ‘ ' • • • • . “ . . . . . : , . .. . . .. .. . . . , 
T5 Eoonomlc CHmllte • "vel 2 
,. Where do you look t~ get information on what Is happening In the economy? 
- what ~ YOl.! looking for? 
2~' What are some common economic trends In (country ~ applicable)? 
- how le the economic climate cunently affecting the supply and demand of financial products and 
~? . . 
s. In what ways do you use your underatandlng of the economy In your day-to-day work? 
- give me an example. 
- What was the situation/context? 
• what did you say/do? 
- what was the outcome? 
4. Give an example of when your understanding of the economy helped you In an interaction ~ith • 
customer. . 
- what Was the situation/context? 
- what did you say/do? 
- what was the oUtcome? 
e 
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T& EconomIc cnm.te • level 2 
Effective 
• reads ntlevant business media 
• demonstrates· clear understanding of the local economy 
• _ the link between economic trends and supply/demand of Bank's products and services 
• ueea knowledge of economic trends In day-to-day activities 
• '8888 releVance to customer interaction 
..... 1tfec:tJv. 
• reads Httle business media 
• appears vague about the local economy 
• makee no link between economic trends and Bank's products 
• gives no example of using knowtedge of economic trends In day· to--day work 
• falls to relate to customer Interaction 
7 
. ' . 
. ' . , • ", '. • " • t,,' •• • , .. . • • • • • • <Ill, " ~. ! .: , ,...... .' ~ .,,' ~ r .. 
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',.', ,'1 .• ': ~ ." •. .. ' ': •. ~:~ .~<. >,~': . . .' . 
, . .. . ," , 
" "" . . 
. 一 
T7 Qualtty In 8drvtoe MWery - kyw^ 2 
1 • What do you uhderstarKl by service quality - how would you define rt? 
- ' ^ ^ ® examplas cJf dWferent typM/catagorles of .customer you have serviced in ourmnt/prwious rotes. 
3. Qiv® an example of a situation whena you had to handle a dlffteuft customer. 
-what was the situation? 
-what did you say/do? 
-what waa the outcome? 
• : 
1. Give an dxampto of wtwo you have *deiighted' a customer. 
-what was the situation/oont0xt7 
-what dld you say/do? 
-what was the outcome? 
». What l8 Important to a customer in terms of servtoe? 
'• What standards have you had to adhere to In your cunmt/prsvious Job? Why wem they important? 
.How hava you ensured that you/your staff deHver oonstet^t service? 
-how do you provide an 0ffecth/e role model? 
.Glv« an example of how you have coached staff to become more effective in prtMdlng quality 
dervice. 
-what was the srtuation/context? 
-what did you say/do? 
-what was the outoome? 
-what did you pwsonalfy do/ooach to encourage good servioe? 
Giv« an exampto of a comptelnt you raceivad from a customer about a member of staff, how did you 
handlethis? 
-what was the aHuation/corrtext? 
• what did you say/do? 
-what was the outcome? 
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• 8how$ an understanding of what customers want 
• Q'wes exampl0 of *dallghtlng' a customer 
• 80t8 high 3ervlc6 standards pmonafly (gives examples) 
• tmat8 intefvl6wer as a customer (ltetens, courteous, shows respect) 
• appaar6t0valueandrd3p60t0ust0mftra 
• acts 雄 role^odel 
• calm and patient at all times 
• coaches staff to provide customer servk^ 
LaasEfreotive 
• emphasls66 salM more than servioe, as priority 
• iBi\s to tr«at intarviewer as customer 
• gh/Mfew96rvk)estandardsadh6rBdto 
• Qh^ es nc/poor.example of 'del^ htlnQ' a cuatomar 
• appears crttteal of customers Otttle real valufl/rBspeot) 
• \stka 'fole-model* status 
• giv68 lrttte tlme/emphasis on coaching staff “ 
* • m 
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T8 Language and Communication Skills - level 2 
Process: Observe and assess communication style throughout the interview as a key indicator. 
1. What languages/dialects do you speak? 
2. Give example(s) of where knowledge of other languages/dialects has helped you in your work. 
-what was the context/situation ？ 
-how did this help the situation? 
-what was the outcome? 
3. In what ways have you had to adapt your communication styte (not necessarily the language itself) 
for a particular situation/type of person? Give a spedfic example. 
-what was the situation? 
-what did you say/do? 
-how did this help? 
-what was the outcome? 
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TB Language and Communloatlon ~1dI" -level 2 
Effective 
• listens well during the Interview 
• articulate, C?lear and concise 
• speaks other languages/dialects and gives 8xempJaa of where used 
• adapts communication style to suit the audience 
Less Effective . 
• lacks listening skills during the Interview 
• inarticulate. unclear, lengthy speech 
• speaks only one language/dialect 
• gives few/no examples of using other languages ~n work) 
• gives no example ot adapting communicating style 
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T9 Training and Prestat ion SkiNs - level 2 
1 • Give examples of presentations you have made to groups of people. 
-how frequently have you presented to groups of people? 
-what sorts of context(8)? 
How did you go about preparing for those presentations? 
2. In your opinion, what is needed to effectively facilitate a discussion with a group of people? Give an 
example of where you have fadtitated. 
-what was the situation/context? 
-what did you say/do? 
-what was the outcome? 
3. Give an example of where you were selling to a group of people's point of view using a presentation/ 
fadiitation format. 
-what was the context? 
-what approach did you use? 
-what was the outcome? 
4. Give a spedfic example of how you handed objections and questions from one or more peopte in 
such a setting. 
-what was the situation/context? 
-wha t did you say/do? 
-what was the outcome? 
5. What were some of the things you learned through your experience in making presentations? 
6. What for you, is the most difficult aspect of presenting to or facilitating a group of people? 
-how have you sought to compensate for this? 
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Tt TraInIng Md .". •• ntatlon Skllle • level 2 
EffectIve 
• d~ .. experience of pnllentlng to groups of people . . 
• consIdenJ the needs of the group In planning • ptWI8ntat10111f.:111tat1on 
• talks about facilitation eklJIa e.g. queatlonlng, building rapport 
• 88aks to 'sell' to the group 
• preparae In advance for nkely objectionaIquestions . 
• demonstrates a range 01 expa1ence (dlftarant Illtuat1ona1groupa) 
Less Efteotlve 
• demonstrates little axpertenoe of presenting to or facilitating groups of people 
• puts emphule on 'preelntlng' latharthan unda'8tandlng group nllde and facilitating 
• handles objections/questions 'on feet't little praparation 
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T 1 0 M H n g 8 k t t l s - l e v e l 1 
1 • Glve examples ofaom^ sales achievements you havo personally made Oook for quMntitath/e 
r6sponse e*y. $；. 
• 
2. Qlve an example of where you peraonaiIy generatsd a new sales opportunity when few sales were 
coming in. 
3. Give an oxam^ of a sale which was difficult to 'ciose'. 
-what was dffTicuK7 
，how did you handle it? 
-what was the outcome? 
-how did you foel? 
4. Qlva an mmpJ« of where you assisted a member of your staff to dose a sale. 
-what was the Sftuation/context? 
_ what did you say/do? 
• what was the outcome? 
5. How 8houId objectkH^ be handled? 
‘ give me an example of whera you have handidd an objection. 
-what waa the sftuaUon/oontext? ^ 
-what did you say/do? 
-what was the outcome? 
6. Qlve an example of whero you have motivated others to selL 
-what was the aituatton/context? 
-what dW you say/do? 
-what was the outcome? 
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T10 Selling SkUls • lev#l 1 
Effective 
• demonstrates proactive approach to sales 
• anaty869 and reeponds approphataly to objection， 
• heip3 others to 'ciose saIe' 
• gives many examples of sa)es achlev«nents 
• faces difficult customers with confidence 
• shows perseverance and tenacity in dWlcu(t salM sKuatlons 
• puts effort into encouraging others to sell • many ideaa/axamples (plans to do this) 
• demonstrates persuasive sales approach wtth interviewer 
Less Eff9ctiv, 
• demonstrated rBactive approach to sales 
• flnd8 objections difficult to handle 
• fails to 'close sale' 
• appMrs negative about difficult 8al«e 8ituattond - does not face as a challenge 
• handles customers 'by the book’ no flexibility for the sakd of busineas 
• gh^ es few examples of salaa achievemants 
• fails to actively encourage others to sell 
• avoid8 handling difficult customers -
• abrasive or lacks impact with interviewer 
« * «1 
••-
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C2Bu8UMssQoa]Managammt-level3 
N 
1. Whatan8yourkeybusines8oyocth^88?O.e. yourgoaJa/tar90t8) 
.2 . How d0M are.you to aohlevlng your budlnoss o^ectivas? • be 8pedfic. 
3. How fr«^uentV do you monitor your performance against objacth/es? 
-howdoyouctethl8? 
• what adjustments, tf any. have you made 明 a result of your anaiys^? 
4. Howhaveyousotobjeoth^forothefS-b#specWc? 
-what FMrfbrmanoe meaftures h8v« you u8ad (gtve exampleg)? 




6. How do you keap your boss frrformed of your performance agahst tai^ ets? 
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C2 Busimw Qoal Managmnant - level 3 
« 
Effecttvtt 
• describes key buslrms objeoth^ ss clMrly 
• establishes cl0ar performance measures for oth<H9 
• focu86S on resutts - ciear about what nMds to be done 
• regutarly rfK>nitors performance of self and immedtette team 
• fMds information up the iine 
• awar6 of cunnant status • proactive in analysing actual agaln«t budget 
• plans actions aftm- analysing variance 
• takes tocal market/economy variables into account 
• us6$ forecasting 
L088 Eff*ctivtt 
• appears vague about business objectivM 
• sets ot4ectfve8 for othdfs but performance not doarly rrmsurable 
• vague - no darlty on what needs to be done 
• monitorB pwtormance of others infrsquenttyMeguIarly 
• keep8 information to self, shares th<i good n«w8 only 
• unaware of currant status 一 
• ignores local market/eoonomy variabtos or attributes poor performance largely to them 
• lack of forecasting/planning/anaiysing 
• . 
> 
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C3 Customer Focus - tovel 3 
1. What do you ck> w«h f^baok on cu8tomw^  eatisfaction? 
-gWe examples fmm your pwBonal 8xper1ence. 
2. Gh/6 an example of maintaining a relationship wfth your customer over a period of time 
.how did you bulld thi8 relatlonahip? 
-what Kdnd of opportunities hav« ariaen through ft? 
3. Qiv« an example of an important customer relationship you have maintalnsd in splte of dWcuWes 
with that relationship. 
-what v^ ti8 the situation/contwct? 
• whatdidyou«ay/do7 
-whatwastheoutcome? 
4. Whoareyourintemal cu«tomars and h what wa/ have you 9erv0d tham7 
-gh^ e me an example. 
-what v^ s^ the srtuatlon/context? 
'Whatdldyousay/ck)? 
• what wss the outcome? 
6. How have you ensured that your 8taff are oustomeNfocused? 
-what standards do you in$ist on/monftor? 
-gfve an example of wham you hav« helped etaff to tmprove their level of customor fbcus 
-what w3s the situation/context? 
-whatdidyousay/do? 
-what was the outcome? 
6. Qh/e an example of where you hava ‘rapmentad, your customer to others and fought to have hla/her 
needs met. 
-what was the srtuatten/context? 
-what dfdyousay/do? 
-what w3s the outcome? 
1， BranchManig«-
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C3CustomtrFoeu8-tov*i3 
• . . * 
efr^cthf« 
• demonstrates understanding of oustomars' needs 
• maintains ongoing customer reUttk)nship 
• 'back8' and reprdsenta customer 
• .demon8tratesiatemal雄wellasoxtomalcu8tQrn6rfocus 
• monitors 8ati8faotk>n and makes ohangee accordingly 
• promotes customer-focused behaviour In staff 
• malrnalns satisfaction, saeks feedback and makss ohangM aooordinghi^  
LessEftactive 
• teks understanding of cuatomerB' rmds 
• reaots to customer, does r\ot inHlote contact 
• lacks foiiow up, maintenance of relationship 
• fall8 to .^ iontor satlsfactkxi and make changae 
• fbcusea on external onty, not intemal cuetonrwr 
• filUs to promote customor-fbousad behaviour In staff 
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04 Risk Maragmimt • tovel 2 
• \ 
• 
1 • What i8 ri8k management in a branch? 




3. What ard some of the most crucial areas of risk management? 
4. QK^ e an exampte of where you have cawful^ r balanced opportunrty for business with management of 
risk. 
-what was the sItuation/contaxt? 
-what did you say/do? 
-whatwastheoutcome? 
5. Qivd an exampte of how you have convtnced others of the importance of compliance. 
-what was th« situation/context? 
• what did you say/do? 
-what waa the outcome? 
^ 
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• ctemonstrBt88 awarenass of own accountability in raiatk>n to risk 
• aware of risks to watch for on daily basis , 
• ralsee tesue of "money taundaring" 
• balances d6vek>pbg bushess and rl8k - exampto gh/en 
• dttmonstr^ practical wp9r\w\GB of h8k management 
• 'get8 oth9T8 to focus on compltance 
t M l Eff6OtiV0 
• Uttie awareness and understanding of risk management 
• falto to ratoe issue of *money taiiffKlering" 
• unaware of the seriousness of compliance to risk controls 
• no example given of bitendng business d6vetopmem and risk 
• heodknowtodge onlyofrbkmanagwDwn 
• fbcu8 has pnly bMn on own oomptonce 
^ 
* 
% * ‘ * « 
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05TtamOriwtatlon&P6optoMana9Mmrt-tovel3 
1. How many staff dc^v^ you managiKl? Forhowtong? 
-howwoukiyouddscribeyourmanagwrwrtst/la? 
2. vvhat ar» the most dmcuK/chaltonglng aspects of teadIng a twm, from your p«sonal #xpariwwe7 
• 
3. Give an 8xampte wherv you have motivatad your 8taff to work as & team. 
-whatwasthesituflttorv/context? « 
-what did you say/do7 
• wh8t was the outoome? 
4. Giveanexampleoffhowyouhavetakenmjggesttonsfromyourownataffonissues/ 
-whatwasthesmiation/context? 
-what did you say/do? 
-whatwasthaoutoome7 
5. Giveanexamp(9ofhowyouhavttmanaoedthe8trength8andwtakne686SofftciirBctraportto 
achl«ve a 80t of objectives. ^ 
-whak was tha situatton/context? 
-what did you say/do? 




-whst did you say/do? 
-whatwasthe outcome? 
7. What method(s) do you use to share Wormadon and keep your ataff informed? 
8. How h8ve you shared ktoas with your colleaguas at the same level? 
-give examples. 
9. What ars the most difficuK or chalUmging aspects of working In a team? 
• 
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• build8 r6latlon8hlp8 with stafT 
• 6xpertono6 of managing a number of staff 
• oommunicate8 frequentlyformally and htfomially 
• appears enthusiastic and poeMvt about teemworklno/teading 




U M ^ e c t i v ^ 
• plaoes little emphasis on raMonships 
• llttlttttxperjenoeofmanaglngdnumberofataff 
• communteates tos f^uant^, more formal and task fbcusad 
• talk8 easHy about the dtffioufties of teamworkhig/toading 
.app6arBlmpatient^egativoaboutdifficuKmambgr8of_ 
• givM f ^ examples of dwetoplng others 
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